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Intro

Welcome to the Summer issue of Battling for Bolton. I
hope that you are staying well, both in body and mind...

A

t the time of writing this intro we have
just received the shocking news of
the sudden and unexpected death of our
Branch Chair, Graham Walmsley. I would
like to take this opportunity to send from his
UNISON family my love and condolences
to Steph his wife, celebrating their 38th
year together and Leanne his daughter,
who he doted on, and was proud to be her
team’s football coach up until recently. We
all mourn the void he has left in our lives.
The COVID period will have robbed many
people of loved ones from any number of
causes. The pain of losing someone is a
reminder for us to be kind and look out for
one another.
COVID has sent us so many curve
balls, especially for us here in Bolton.
However the surge testing and vaccination
programme has ramped up, with a massive
thank you to our members who stepped
forward and volunteered to be part of this
vital programme.
During our regular meetings with chief
officers, it was identified that 27% of council
staff have been classed as office based

and working from home, with a whopping
73% of council staff regularly based in
workplaces. We know that wherever people
happen to be based, or whoever their
employer happens to be, we can all be
proud of a shared commitment to serving
and protecting the people of Bolton. Public
service workers at their very best.
COVID has also had different impacts on
individuals, and we have that in mind as we
move forward. One of the next challenges
for the branch will be negotiating the return,
not yet, of office workers to their office
base. It literally is a minefield. Some will
have enjoyed the flexibly it has given, and
some will have really struggled with being
at home. Flexibility, isolation, inappropriate
workstations...or a decent space to work,
less travel time, no split between home or
work. This list is endless.
We will however ensure we apply the
principle of collective bargaining in those
future talks with employers. There will
be no rush or pressure to inappropriately
return workers to the workplace, and
we will approach the negotiations from
a collective position. We will ensure we

June is Pride Month. It’s a time for joy.
LGBT+ people and communities face
layers of discrimination. But it’s right
to start with the pride. I have never
thought my rights as a woman were
harmed by giving rights to others or by
fighting for equality and justice for all.
It’s more important than ever that we
are strong in our commitment to trans
rights and to broader LGBT+ equality,
defending our members and organising
in the workplace. We have the benefit
of a LGBT+ self-organised group
structure, is this an interest to you?
And in our fight against inequality, May
marked the first anniversary of the
death of George Floyd. The murder
had a huge effect on people because
it happened in real time – it lasted for
over nine minutes and 39 seconds – it was
recorded by a bystander who provided the
world with evidence to bear witness to this
brutal and inhumane death of a black man
at the hands of the police in the USA. What
has the death of a black man in America
got to do with us here in the UK?
Well, it touched the humanity and
conscience of people of all ages, creeds,
and races. It opened the eyes of the world
to black peoples’ experience of everyday
racism. It was a year like no other and,
as the COVID-19 pandemic engulfed the
world, hundreds of thousands of people
took to the streets to give voice to the call
for action on racial injustice.
In the UK, the pandemic amplified the
structural disparities and inequalities and
in particular, disproportionate deaths from
COVID-19 of black workers and people in
black communities. We also have our Black
Members Group, which is now established
in the branch, are you interested? Those
of us who are not LGBT+ or black must be
allies in the fight to achieve equality and

fairness for all.
This magazine has a focus on the Fair Pay
for Council and School Workers’ campaign.
We are encouraging people to find out
more and get involved.
Finally, the local elections have taken place
in May, and again we have no party with
clear overall control. The Tories have once
again entered into a coalition agreement
with many of the independents. Now the
dust has settled from the elections, the
Council will proceed with implementing
the cuts in the region of £37million,
representing 15%-18% of the overall
budget. The budget cuts will be taken
over the next year over four quarters. The
Council’s Cabinet has been agreed and
the programme of cuts will commence. The
first budget cuts have started in Housing
and the Libraries.
My message from the Spring edition
remains the same...‘We must resist
these cuts!’....
Andrea Egan, Branch Secretary

We All Need A Pay Rise!
Branch Secretary, Andrea Egan, explains why it’s time to
make a stand on council and school workers’ pay...

T

he COVID-19 pandemic of the past
year and a half has highlighted
the need for a new approach to pay in
local government. Throughout COVID,
care workers, refuse collectors, school
support staff, social workers and many,
many more workers have proved
themselves to be indispensable.
Council and school workers have been
keeping our communities safe and
providing essential services, often at
the expense of their own wellbeing,
and the increased public recognition of
the work of local government members
has shone a light on the real problems
they have with pay.
Pay in local government is too low and
it has fallen in real terms over the last
decade. The pandemic finally blew
the lid off perceptions that all council
workers were lazy pen pushers with
gold plated pensions. We know that
many local government workers have
gone ‘above and beyond’ during the
pandemic, with many people working
extra hours for no extra reward, at the
expense of their own safety and work/
life balance.

National or sector-wide collective
bargaining remains, and should
remain, the bedrock of our approach to
pay negotiations. Trade unions are built
on the principle of collectivism, and the
bigger we are the stronger we are. It is
time for our union nationally to assess
the successes and failures of their
approach in relation to pay, conditions
of service and job evaluations.
Despite the best efforts of members,
activists, branches, and regions and
our service group within the union,
we have struggled to negotiate pay
increases to keep up with rising living
costs. Accepting pay freezes is not
a strategy that will protect jobs or
services.
Since 2010, we have faced a
Conservative austerity agenda
with increased privatisation and
outsourcing. With another three years
of the present Tory Government, we
now have a major funding gap caused
by a serious failure to support councils
adequately through the pandemic. For
us living and working in Bolton this
presents serious challenges.

Fair Pay for
Council and
School Workers…
Contact your local MP...
Throughout the pandemic, council
and schools staff have worked hard to
maintain our local services. Not long
ago, Prime Minister Boris Johnson
has been keen to praise public sector
workers and clap for key workers.
Joint unions submitted a 10% pay
claim in February, but there has been
widespread dismay at the response, a
dismal pay offer of just 1.5%.
It doesn’t help that Boris Johnson’s
Government has failed to ensure that
local councils have the funding needed
to cover the COVID response or to
tackle long standing issues on pay.
Please contact your local MP and
tell them why they should say that
council and school workers deserve
more than a 1.5% pay rise. https://
action.unison.org.uk/page/83037/
action/1?s=03

Local councils across the country will
be consulting on what changes are
needed in a post-pandemic world.
It’s absolutely vital that UNISON
fully participates in those debates to
ensure we maintain a strong focus on
members’ pay. What is clear, is that
without concerted political, legal and
industrial campaigning from UNISON
and other trade unions, public sector
pay will continue to fall.
It’s A Start!
UNISON’s NJC Committee, the
union’s national committee for local
government pay across England,
Wales and Northern Ireland, met
on Friday 21st May to consider the
employers’ initial 1.5% pay offer. The
Committee strongly agreed to reject
the offer. In the context of our claim
for a 10% pay increase, the initial
offer of 1.5% is insulting, and shows
blatant disregard for the hard work and
sacrifices made by local government
workers throughout the COVID-19
pandemic.
I believe, with the Tory’s public sector
pay freeze announced in December
2020, and now the initial 1.5% offer,
this Government is testing us out.
We must be loud and strong in
condemning their tactics. We said we
are worth 10%. We have to show them
that we believe we are worth 10%.
The committee acknowledged
that UNISON members are deeply
frustrated at the long delay in resolving
term time working issues for school
support staff and others, and UNISON
is seeking reassurances that this work
will be prioritised. At the same time,
UNISON is clear that more funding
is needed from central government

to ensure that local authorities and
schools can continue to provide the
full range of services and pay staff
properly. UNISON has called on
the National Employers and local
authorities to work together to lobby for
more resources for local government.
Organising in the workplace
Organising as a union and pay
campaigning are intrinsically linked.
The bigger and more active our
membership is, the stronger and more
successful our pay campaign can be.
During the pandemic, our membership
officer, Jayne Clarke, has worked
hard to raise awareness amongst the
membership to ensure that the Branch
has all your correct details.
During the 2020 pay consultation,
many branches relied on digital
consultation - our branch did not.
Digital balloting is in my view no
substitute for face-to-face engagement
with members.
Any industrial action we take has
to follow the law and comply with
UNISON’s rule book; this is an
important plank of our pay campaign
and must remain so. The Trade Union
Act (2016) put in place unacceptable
and stringent constraints on our
members’ right to take industrial action
in defence of their pay, chiefly a 50%
turnout threshold.
Despite this, we have seen many
successful local UNISON campaigns
which have shown that when an issue
is deeply felt and the membership is
organised, the threshold can be met,
and successful action can take place.
This not only boosts confidence; it
also helps to build recruitment and

What The Unions Say....
“Our members in local government have kept schools
and councils across the country going throughout this
pandemic. We’re extremely disappointed with this offer
and it doesn’t meet the pay claim we set out for – which
was a substantial increase. We need immediate talks with
the employers.” Rehana Azam, GMB National Secretary.
“This is a disappointing offer, especially after a year in
which council staff have done so much to help local
communities gripped by the pandemic. Council staff will
feel that their efforts over the past 15 months haven’t
been recognised. We need the employers to think again
and come back and negotiate an offer that better reflects
the worth and value of the dedicated school and council
workforce.” Jon Richards, UNISON Head of Local
Government:
“This offer fails to recognise the legitimate aspirations
of our members who have seen 25 per cent wiped from
their pay packets during a decade of Tory council cuts.
They are key workers who have kept services running
smoothly during the pandemic and well-resourced
councils are critical to the ‘levelling up’ agenda. This paltry
offer will be debated by our local government committee.
We will decide the way forward in the campaign for pay
justice.” Jim Kennedy, Unite National Officer for Local
Government:
GMB, UNISON and Unite have been consulting with their
national committees on next steps. The possibility of a
co-ordinated joint union pay dispute has not been ruled
out. The three unions have been seeking urgent talks
with the LGA to find a way forward. Since the austerity
agenda of the Conservative-led Coalition Government in
2010, council and school workers have seen successive
pay freezes and an erosion of basic living standards. With
inflation now running at 2.9%, unions argue that a 1.5%
rise will not cover increased living costs.

Social Care Crisis As
Government Needs To
Learn COVID Lessons

organisation, so it is absolutely vital
that we share the lessons of these
campaigns.
Key messages: Austerity is a political
choice, and we have all been made
to think that it up to us to cover the
debts caused by the banks and the
banking crisis of 2008. We have been
told that there is no money for public
sector workers pay rises, yet throughout
the COVID crisis we have seen time
after time that there has been plenty
of money, not all of it spent wisely. As
always it about the political choices
of the Government as to where public
money is spent!
When we organise and fight back, we
have the possibility of success, to sit
back and do nothing gains nothing. We
must be organised, united and strong
in sending this Government a clear
message:
‘We are not going to pay for the
COVID crisis with jobs or an attack on
terms and conditions, and we demand
a decent pay rise...’

GMB, UNISON
and UNITE
Joint Union Pay Demand: ‘Fair pay
for council and schools workers!’
Unions representing 750,000 council
and school support staff across
England, Wales and Northern
Ireland have hit out a “paltry” 1.5%
pay offer made in May by the Local
Government Association. GMB,
Unite and UNISON submitted a joint
pay claim to the local government
employers in February for a 10% pay
rise. This would be payable from 1st
April 2021. The unions say the joint
claim represents a decent wage rise
that’s both necessary to put a stop to
poverty pay in local government and
schools, and recognises the crucial
role played by staff throughout the
pandemic.

UNISON is calling for a public inquiry now into the
COVID response and for a properly resourced national
care service...

U

NISON is calling for an immediate
public inquiry into the coronavirus
crisis, to highlight the failure to protect
social care staff and clients, while
urging the formation of a national care
service, similar to the NHS, that’s
properly resourced and with proper pay
and conditions for staff.
“We will make sure people don’t
forget the sacrifices our members
have made” says Christina McAnea,

UNISON General Secretary, calling for
the inquiry “sooner rather than later...
“There has been a calamitous failure
on the part of the Westminster
Government and that’s why we’re
calling for a public inquiry” she adds
“...not to score points, but because this
isn’t the end of the pandemic. There’s
going to be surges and, for this country
to come through the pandemic, it
needs strong, resilient public services.”

Her sentiments are echoed by
Yasmin Qureshi, Bolton South East
MP, who wrote on her website: “The
Prime Minister stood on the steps of
Downing Street after being elected as
Conservative Party leader in July 2019
and said he will deliver a plan for social
care... ‘We will fix the crisis in social
care once and for all’...Two years on,
there is still no plan to be seen – yet
another broken Tory promise, and the
crisis is becoming more severe by the
day.
“In Bolton, we have been acutely
impacted by the pandemic” she added
“We have been under restrictions, bar
a few weeks in summer 2020, for over
a year now, and our public services
are struggling with the strain. It is
absolutely vital that here in Bolton and
throughout the UK that as we emerge
from this crisis, we place social care at
the centre of our concerns and ensure
that we support those who need it
most.”
UNISON believes that a national care
service, like the NHS, is the only way
to prevent more deaths, and has five
demands that it wants the Government
to guarantee immediately....
1.
2.

3.
4.

A real living wage for all care
workers, as an absolute minimum.
A standard employment contract for care work – including
sick pay, contracted hours
and pay for all hours on duty,
including ‘sleep ins’ and travel
time.
Significant, emergency Government funding.
Professional standards – the
Care Certificate should be

5.

upgraded and
expanded and
professional registration should
be standardised
throughout the UK.
A partnership
working group of
commissioners,
providers, governments and trade
unions must be
established to action solutions.

Christine Collins.
UNISON Steward, having
horrendously lived and
worked through the crisis,
agrees...
“Matt Hancock says the
Government threw a ring
of protection around care
homes, well I must have
missed it” she scorns “When
I went into work, the only
ring I heard was the sound
of the emergency button
as another patient was
struggling to breathe. With
people with long hours, low
pay, low staffing levels and
inadequate training, it’s not
surprising that care is often
nowhere near as good as
it ought to be. Not because
of uncaring staff, but because of an
uncaring government.
“I caught COVID-19 at work” she adds
“There were no masks and the official
advice was that we didn’t need them.
I then couldn’t support my pregnant
daughter as I feared I would pass it
on. At 27 weeks she lost her baby and

Bolton
COVID-19
Care Home
Deaths
2020 - 120
2021 - 37 (to
beginning of
June)
I was unable to be by her side. It left a
great deal of hurt and guilt. It makes me
so angry that we have a massive social
care crisis due to lack of investment.
The Government somehow managed to
find £37billion for a failed test and trace
system with Serco.
“I worry about getting old and the low
level of care that many people receive”
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Total: 157
she explains “I hope to speak
at UNISON Conference about
the social care crisis, as we need our
union to lead a big campaign and
challenge this Government to provide
the care services that we all deserve.
We owe it to all those we lost and all
those who have yet to grow old...”
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Victory for Manchester
Bus Drivers

Go North West bus drivers have defeated the infamous ‘fire
and re-hire’ contracts and won a stunning victory...

M

anchester based bus drivers for
the Go North West company
have declared a significant victory in a
dispute over management plans to ‘fire
and rehire’ them on new contracts with
poorer terms and conditions.
Their successful dispute ended in May
after 85 days of strike action, the longest
bus strike in the country’s history. The
company runs 16 routes in and around
Manchester, mainly from the Queens
Road bus depot in Cheetham Hill,
Manchester.
The Unite
union has
argued that
the company
wanted to fire
and re-hire its
drivers and
force them to
work longer
for no extra
pay, while
also cutting
sick pay for
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drivers with over five years’ service.
Mediation talks between the firm and
Unite collapsed without agreement
on April 1, prompting drivers who are
members of Unite to resume strike
action for the fifth week in a row. The
dispute had attracted a great deal
of public support with local UNISON
representatives, as well as actress,
Maxine Peake and Greater Manchester
Mayor, Andy Burnham, on the picket
lines.
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Bolton’s Occupational Therapists
Supporting Independent Living
Throughout the pandemic, occupational therapists
from the town’s Independent Living Services team have
continued to visit homes, helping some of the most
vulnerable people to live independently...

If the job was already ‘challenging’,
the coronavirus crisis has turned that
challenge up to the max with extra
burdens on the nine strong team...

care homes throughout” says OT,
Robert Rainsford “I haven’t stopped
doing visits the whole time. You don’t
get GPs going out or dentists, but
we’ve been doing it throughout.

Challenging but rewarding’ is
the most often used sentiment
expressed by occupational therapists,
or ‘OTs’, working in Bolton Council’s
Independent Living Services team.
They deal with some of the most

“It has been very difficult during
COVID, and because social services
are not thought of as politically as the
NHS, we don’t get funding increases,
we don’t get clippy clappy, but we’re
the ones who have been going into

“We still have staff members who
can’t do visits because of their health
reasons but the referrals are still
massive and there’s only half of us
who can do visits, so the stress is just
ridiculous” he adds.

‘

vulnerable people in the town, helping
them to live safely and independently,
providing specialised equipment,
advice, referrals and much more,
assessing needs and meeting them as
far as possible.
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However, the former chartered surveyor
who changed career 14 years ago adds,
“I think most jobs are challenging and
worth doing if you care about them.”
Robert is currently helping a thirty
year old man who has just had his leg
amputated, has got four children plus
other major issues...“He has to sleep
downstairs so I’m providing many tips
and equipment in the short term to help
him do as much as he can, but I will be
also supporting him to find an adapted
housing property relocation and getting a
social worker involved regarding welfare
benefits, working
with a community
Occupational
Therapists Under physiotherapist,
GP...all these
Pressure…
things and tying
then together.
Recently, occupational
We’re like a link,
therapists (OTs) from
a key worker...
the Independent Living
Services team, with the
“I see people
full support of Bolton
from 16 to 106,
UNISON, have been
from those
involved in a collective
with learning
grievance which has
difficulties, to
highlighted issues about
dementia, to
workloads and duties.
people who have
Although this grievance
got locked in
is yet to be concluded,
syndrome and
senior management have
all they can do is
recently made a welcome blink” he explains
commitment to undertake
“So we see very
a full audit of all OT tasks
complicated
and activities. This has
patients, with the
been a welcome move
less complicated
which it is hoped will help
ones seen by
to address some of the
disability officers.”
issues raised...
To the already
complex cases has been added the
COVID fall-out...“At first some clients
didn’t want to see us but now I’ve noticed

some are having issues with mobility and
social isolation, and some are actually
frightened of going out because they’ve
been inside for so long” says OT Paula
Cotton, who came to the team in 2013
from the NHS “We just try and talk to
them. Some might need physiotherapy
so we can refer them but for others it’s
just about taking small steps like walking
to the end of the path or road, and if it’s
isolation we can refer them to befrienders
at Age UK.
“The best part of the job is actually
making a difference, and there are some
people out there who don’t actually know
there is a service which they can phone
up and look at equipment and adaptations
to help their daily living” she adds “So
it’s rewarding in that a simple piece of
equipment can actually make a difference
to them. The hassle is that there are just
so many people to see – there’s just not
enough hours in the day really...”
Deborah White, who has worked in the
OT team for four years, was actually off
work at the start of the pandemic with
COVID-19 but went back as soon as she
could... “People needed our support and
you can’t leave them really” she says
“It’s a shame that Bolton has got this
ongoing issue that is not going away but
we do go to lots of houses that are multigenerational.”
The ‘ups’ of the job for her are helping
people who are struggling with their daily
lives, and who are really appreciative,
while the ‘downs’ are trying to deal with
those who have unrealistic expectations,
like wanting an adapted extension built
on their property when a chairlift or some
simple equipment would equally help.
“I worked in another authority for many
years and it’s great in Bolton actually”
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Deborah says “The equipment service
is particularly good, which makes our
lives a lot easier to resolve issues for
people very quickly. We also get lots of
positive feedback from our colleagues
in the district teams, the social workers
and the support staff, who are very
appreciative.”
Noreen Christy, who has worked as
a Bolton OT for eleven years, enjoys
the diversity of the job...“We have very
compliant clients and some who are
non-compliant, which sometimes can
be very difficult but I find it rewarding
because it makes you think outside the
box of how to meet their needs when
it’s not as black and white as it first
appears to be” she explains “It’s quite
varied each day.
“I’ve got a case now of an amputee
who is housebound because of the
access in and out of their property” she
says “It can’t just be a straightforward
ramp; it has to have a combination of
an external step that can move up and
down and then building a pathway from
the ramp to the doorway. It’s in the
process and I’m looking forward to how
that pans out. It keeps you thinking.
And you get to see the full story from
beginning to end which is nice...”
Sinini Ngwenya has worked as an OT
in the team for two years and sums up
the job succinctly... “Our main task is
to keep people living happily in their
homes and being safe”.
For her, it’s watching the simplest
pieces of equipment enabling this to
happen...“It can be a kitchen trolley that
they can use as a mobility aid taking
meals from there to the main room; or if
they say ‘I can’t cook potatoes because
I can’t stand for long’ we can give them
a perching stool to prepare their meals,
20													

things like
that...

What does an
occupational
therapist do?

“If someone
can’t get off
their bed you
can provide
a bed lever
for them to
get hold of
because if
they can’t get
out of bed
to access
the toilet it
will result in
soiling” she
says “So, a
small thing
like a bed
lever is a
godsend.

An occupational therapists
job role is to help people of all
ages overcome the effects of
disability caused by illness,
ageing or accident so that
they can carry out everyday
tasks or occupations. An
occupational therapist
will consider all of the
patient’s needs - physical,
psychological, social and
environmental. This support
can make a real difference
giving people a renewed
sense of purpose, opening up
new horizons, and changing
the way they feel about the
future.

The Royal College of
“When I
Occupational Therapy (RCOT)
worked in the
hospital, I was was previously known as
the British Association of
kind of limited
Occupational Therapy and
to advice but
became part of UNISON in
now I know
1993
about the
To find out more about
equipment
Occupational Therapy see
that can
https://www.rcot.co.uk/
help people
wanting to
continue living
independently” Sinini explains “I like
the flexibility and going into people’s
houses, seeing things and thinking
‘Oh what am I going to do with this?’
And then bringing in other people with
the knowledge, so you get a broad
overview. Sometimes a surveyor will
come and help me if something is
physical, and I’ll be working with people
from outside.
“But mostly” Sinini concludes “I love
being an OT, changing people’s lives...”
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Andy Burnham Storms
Greater Manchester Mayor
Election in Bolton.
Local Election News
Joan Pritchard-Jones, a retired member and former Bolton UNISON Convenor
for Adult Social Care, stood as local Labour Party candidate for Horwich
and Blackrod. In a tightly contested election, the Horwich and Blackrod First
candidate secured 1,303 votes, the Conservative candidate secured 1,288 votes
and Joan came a close third with 1,130 votes.
Bernie Gallagher, a retired member and Former Bolton UNISON Branch
Secretary stood as local Labour candidate for Breightmet where she came a
strong second with 1,222 votes, behind the Conservative candidate who polled
1,576 votes.

Trade Union Membership Up
for Fourth Year Running…
T

rade union membership has increased by nearly 120,000, to 6.56million in
2020, the fourth year of growth in a row, according to the Department for
Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy. It found that the proportion of UK
employees who were trade union members rose to 23.7% last year, up from
23.5% in 2019, and from a low of 23.3% in 2017. The figure of 6.56million
compares with the peak figure for union membership of 13.2 million in 1979.
•
•
•
•

The rise has been driven by largely by female membership, at
27.2% in 2020.
The proportion of male employees who were union members
rose to 20.2% in 2020.
The growth was also explained by an increase in public sector
union membership, up 228,000 on the year to 4million in 2020.
This contrasts with the private sector where union 		
membership fell to 2.56million in 2020.

Andy Burnham won the Greater Manchester Mayor Election
with 67.31% of the vote but what is he planning?

D

espite mixed results for the Labour
Party across the country, Andy
Burnham won May’s Greater Manchester
Mayoral Election. In Bolton an impressive
65% voted for Andy, who received a clear
majority in every Bolton Council ward.
This is an improvement on the previous
Mayoral Election in 2017 when he won a
majority in every area except for Heaton
and Lostock ward.
On tackling homelessness, Burnham
has pledged to create a strategy that
supports people at risk of homelessness;
introduce a Good Landlord Charter to
prevent evictions and plans to develop
30,000 zero-carbon homes for social rent
and 300 homes directly for people who
have been sleeping rough. There will
also be a public consultation to shape the
city-region’s housing and homelessness
future.
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Burnham also intends for Greater
Manchester to become the UK’s first
Living Wage city region, with ‘action
groups’ and a ‘taskforce’ with the aim of
all jobs in Greater Manchester paying the
real living wage by 2030.
And on social care, Burnham wants
proper support for elderly and disabled
people, and “proper pay for people who
look after other people’s relatives...these
are the fundamentals of life”. Just after
he was re-elected, he tweeted “How
to fix social care? Provide it on NHS
terms. Free at the point of use. Everyone
contributes, everyone’s covered. Nothing
else will work”.
The next few months will see how the
popular re-elected GM Mayor will fare...
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Members Shocked As
Branch Chair Passes Away
Tributes have been paid to Graham Walmsley, UNISON
Bolton Branch Chair, ‘one of the best’, who has
suddenly passed away...

P

opular UNISON Bolton Branch
Chair, Bolton College Convenor,
comrade and friend, Graham
Walmsley, suddenly passed away at
the beginning of June after collapsing
at his home, leaving activists in the
branch completely shocked and
devastated...
He was part of a formidable team at
Bolton College and Bolton University
with stewards Rachel Web, Nicki
Ainsworth and Becky Davidson who
said: “You were my mentor and guide,
helping so many people, with a wealth
of knowledge. You leave a void in my
life...”.
Graham was a genuine, lovely man,
very dependable, a loyal trade unionist
and a dutiful Bolton UNISON Branch
Chair. He was the branch’s most senior
activist at Bolton College and Bolton
University, as well as having held
various elected positions in the FE and
HE Sector regionally and nationally.
Graham’s membership in UNISON
commenced via the merger of Nalgo,
NUPE and CoHSE in 1993, and he had
since represented Bolton UNISON as a
delegate to Bolton Trades Council and
to various conferences, often speaking
on behalf of our members on pay,
service conditions and pensions.

He was due to attend UNISON
National Conference as part of the
branch’s delegation, and Jayne Clarke,
Assistant Branch Secretary, added “My
Conference buddy! We’d burn the oil
both ends, those speeches don’t write
themselves!”
Andrea Egan, Branch Secretary,
added in tribute...“A Chair’s role is
challenging, you have to get the
balance of keeping everyone in order
and everyone happy! You did it with
such ease. You will be so deeply
missed. Our hearts are truly broken.
Comrade your shift is over. Rest in
peace.”
Graham was also known for his love of
Pink Floyd, Led Zeppelin and Bolton
Wanderers, while also coaching his
daughter Leanne’s football team. He
passed away with his wife Steph, with
whom he had recently celebrated 38
years together, and Leanne by his
side. They agreed to allow activists and
members with the branch banner to
line the route to his final resting place.
“A life cut short in his prime” said
former Branch Secretary, Bernie
Gallagher “Our movement has lost one
of the best...”

‘For Graham socialism wasn’t just a word, it was how he lived his life day in and
day out. He was a loyal trade unionist and passionate about further education and
the betterment of young people. UNISON has lost of its finest activists. We are
proud to have had him in our branch, and prouder to call him a friend...’
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UNISON Wins Key Victory
For Staff Taking Part In
Industrial Action
Employers can no longer mistreat staff involved in
strikes or disputes after a landmark judgement...

E

mployers can no longer get
away with mistreating employees
who take part in union-organised
workplace disputes following an
important legal decision this month.
UK law had previously prevented
employers from sacking staff involved
in strike action or other workplace
disputes, but not from disciplining
or making life difficult for them.
Now, disciplinary action against
workers who go on strike will be
unlawful, following a judgment at the
employment appeal tribunal (EAT)
over a case taken by care worker
Fiona Mercer against the Alternative
Futures Group (AFG).
She had been involved in organising,
and subsequently took part in, a longrunning dispute over AFG’s plans
to cut payment for sleep-in shifts
undertaken by its care staff. Fiona
was disciplined, suspended, and
prevented from going into work by
her employer. AFG’s heavy-handed
tactics meant that she and many of
her care worker colleagues were
put off from taking part in the strike
action.
UNISON and Fiona had originally
taken North-West based charity
AFG to an employment tribunal in
Manchester in May 2020, arguing
that Article 11 of the European

Convention on Human Rights
protects workers involved in legal
disputes against their employer.
At an appeal against an original
decision against the union, EAT
found in Fiona’s favour, judging
that UK law was not compliant with
international law, and added wording
to the 1992 Act, so that striking
workers are now protected.
“Good employers have nothing
to fear from the judgment” says
UNISON General Secretary Christina
McAnea “But those who’ve been
treating staff unfairly because they’ve
taken strike action will need to
beware. Employees don’t actively
seek to get involved in disputes at
work. But staff are often left with little
other option when employers behave
badly.
“Until now, employers have used a
loophole in UK law to pick on workers
who’ve taken part in disputes, safe
in the knowledge that nothing will
happen to them” she adds “Now
they’ll no longer be able to. This is
an important victory for UK workers.
It confirms that if ever they need to
take legal action over pay, holidays or
other workplace issues, unions can
protect them from employer bullying
and harassment.”

NHS Protest Fine Covered
But Fight Goes On...
Karen Reissmann, was fined £10,000 for organising an NHS
pay protest during restrictions - but, while the fine has been
well covered, the fight for the right to protest goes on...

B

ack in March, after the Government
announced a mere 1% pay rise for
NHS staff, UNISON member and mental
health nurse Karen Reissmann organised
a safe, socially distanced protest in central
Manchester attended by around forty
people.
The police intervened, the protest ended
but Karen was still fined £10,000 for
breaking restrictions. A subsequent
crowdfunding campaign, backed by Bolton
actress Maxine Peake, saw the cost
covered in hours and now totals £18,000,
while an appeal is ongoing.
“The fine on Karen Reissmann is an attack
on our right to protest - it is nothing to do
with protecting our safety and everything
to do with protecting a government that
has presided over more than 120,000
deaths and which has failed the NHS”
wrote crowdfunder organiser, Lamin Touray
“The fine will be challenged - and if that is
successful any money raised but unused
will be given to a mental health charity.”

Meanwhile, numerous employers have
broken lockdown rules, ignoring the need
for health and safety, yet not one of them
has so far been fined despite putting their
workers at significant risk. With Kill The
Bill protests against the Government’s
controversial new protest laws imminent
at the time, Karen believes that the
fine was to deter people from further
demonstrations...
“It’s really important people know they have
a right to protest therefore we’re taking it to
court to fight for that right to be established
in law” she says, and in a message to
supporters wrote...“I am overwhelmed by
the amazing support I have
had. It’s so heartwarming
to know that so many
people support the right
of us to safely protest the
insulting 1% NHS pay offer
that will do even more
damage to our NHS. I
continue to fight for that
right to protest...”
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125TH Anniversary
of Winter Hill...

Photo by Chris Chiltern

Photo by Chris Chiltern

September this year sees the 125th anniversary of Britain’s
biggest ever demonstration to secure rights of way...
n Sunday 5th September 1896,
10,000 mostly local people
marched from Halliwell Road to Winter
Hill demanding the right to use a path
blocked off by landowner Colonel
Richard Ainsworth, who claimed there
had never been a right of way.

O

In the end, estate was sold off to Bolton
Council in the 1920s and people were
allowed to walk legally on the land.
However it wasn’t until the 1996 100th
anniversary of the mass trespass that the
disputed road was actually registered as
a public right of way.

“It was the biggest rights of way
demonstration in British history, with
three events involving thousands of
people on successive weekends” Paul
Salveson, local historian and author
explains “It was much bigger than
the Kinder Scout trespass but it was
essentially a localised battle, and didn’t
have the same national impact that
Kinder Scout had many years later.”

For the 125th anniversary, Bolton is going
big, with a procession along the original
route on Sunday 5th September and
loads of community events planned.
*To follow events for the 125th Winter
Hill anniversary and to contact
the organisers with ideas see the
Facebook group Winter Hill 125

Unveiling of banner commissioned from Andy Smith, artist, and Sylvan Davies,
maker, by Bolton Socialist Club to commemorate the 125th anniversary of the
Winter Hill trespass. The banner will be at the head of the march on Sept 5th
from Halliwell Rd to Winter Hill.
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Winter Hill Now Has
Its Own Song!
Y

orkshire based musician, Johnny Campbell, has written and produced a
special Winter Hill Trespass song to coincide with this year’s anniversary.
Johnny is a professional folk singer who has toured all over Europe. Many of
his songs are about the countryside and battles against landowners. Earlier
this year, Johnny gave a lunchtime performance of his Winter Hill song for
Bolton UNISON branch stewards.
To find out more about Johnny and his music check out the website:
https://johnnycampbell.co.uk/media
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UNISON Condemns
Middle East Violence
then the ceasefire will only
be temporary. UNISON
has long been opposed to
the Israeli occupation of
Palestinian territories and
the blockade of Gaza and
immediately called for a
cessation of the violence.
“Many people have
said to me that they feel
powerless in the face of
the onslaught on Gaza
and the tragic loss of live
on both sides, but there
are things you can do” says
Bolton UNISON retired member
and former Branch International
officer Anne Webster...

As trouble flared in the Middle East again, UNISON
repeats its opposition to the Israeli occupation of
Palestinian territories...

U

NISON has welcomed the ceasefire
between the Israeli government
and Hamas, and the suspension of the
latest deadly assault on Gaza, which
needlessly devastated so many lives.
For eleven days at the start of summer,
the people of Gaza endured Israeli
military airstrikes, killing 242 Palestinians
including 66 children. A further 1,950
people were injured and 106,000

forced to leave their homes in search of
protection. A dozen people in Israel died,
including from rockets fired from Gaza,
with 27 Palestinians in the West Bank.
UNISON condemned the violence and
regretted the loss of Palestinian and
Israeli lives, and, while the bombs may
have fallen silent for now, unless the root
cause of this most recent oppression –
54 years of occupation – is dealt with,

1. Get informed. Read the
UNISON document Palestine
– is your pension fund investing in the
occupation?” which can be found on
www.lgpsdivest.org and the recent
Human Rights Watch report A Threshold
Crossed – Israeli Authorities and the
Crimes of Apartheid and Persecution.
Sign the petition at http://chng.it/
HCY9w48X92
2. Join organisations supporting
Palestine, such as the Palestine
Solidarity Campaign, Friends of Al Aqsa
or Jewish Action for Palestine, and

donate to Medical Aid for Palestinians
or the Israeli Campaign Against Housing
Demolitions.
3. Follow the Boycott, Divest and
Sanctions movement and boycott
Israeli goods such as oranges and
dates, particularly those from the illegal
settlements. Boycott Puma who sponsor
the Israeli football league that has teams
in the illegal settlements. Buy Palestinian
goods such as Zaytoun olive oil, or
almonds and couscous available from
Oxfam shops.
4. Get active! Did you know that there
is an Israeli arms factory, Elbit Ferranti,
in Oldham? Join Oldham Peace and
Justice group (find them on Facebook) at
their regular vigils and protests outside
supported by Oldham Unison.

First Ever
Vaccine Bus
Helps Bolton
Beat The
Surge...
As Bolton begins to fall in the national league table of
COVID-19 infections, the branch welcomed the town’s
vaccination drive...

A

t one point recently, Bolton led the
country in the rate of coronavirus
infections but, as we go to press,
numbers are falling thanks to a quick
response from the authorities and
staff...
“Bolton can take real pride and
encouragement from the town’s
local vaccination programme” says
Martin Challender, Bolton UNISON
Communication Officer “Not only did
Bolton have the country’s first ever
vaccination bus, but people were
queuing up in their thousands at Essa
Academy to make sure that they got
the jab.
“For many people it isn’t always
that easy to get to a vaccination
appointment” he explains “People can
have all kinds of difficulties; health,
mobility, lack of transport, as well as
work and family commitments. The

success of Bolton’s vaccine bus is
thanks to all the people involved and
shows just what can be achieved
with imagination, commitment and
resources. In Bolton the issue was not
so much one of vaccine hesitancy but
one of vaccine accessibility.”
Andrea Egan, Bolton UNISON Branch
Secretary, adds “Vaccination is key to
tackling COVID-19 but continues to be
voluntary. UNISON fully supports the
voluntary approach to help maintain
public confidence. All our members are
urged to get in contact with the branch
if they have any issues or concerns.
Although the response to the vaccine
has been fantastic and it’s a real credit
to everyone involved, there is still a
long way to go. There is still a need for
caution to maintain safety for everyone,
both at work and in the community...”

Shrewsbury 24 Campaign
Wins Huge Legal Victory
After fifty years of injustice, the Shrewsbury 24 campaign,
which has fought against convictions for building workers
since 1972, has a massive trade union victory...

I

t took nearly fifty years of campaigning
but in March, the Shrewsbury 24 trade
unionists celebrated a stunning victory
against injustice.
The 24 men had been picketing during
the 1972 national building workers
strike for fair pay and conditions, and
were tried and convicted on an array of
charges including unlawful assembly,
conspiracy to intimidate and affray. Some
got sentences as high as three years in
prison.
In Shrewsbury, flying pickets were used
and the union later won a partial but
important victory increasing pay, and
increasing union membership. There
was a backlash from the employers
and government ministers, who moved
against the activists, resulting in the
charges.
From the outset campaigners argued
that key evidence was not being shared
with the defence, while documents
declassified later suggested that the
then Prime Minister, Edward Heath, had
approved the use of covert operations to
discredit trade unionists actively involved
in the building workers strike.
Eileen Turnbull, a researcher for the
Shrewsbury 24 campaign, found a
letter and memo written by West Mercia

police showing that the police had
destroyed original witness statements.
Meanwhile, the highest profile member
of the Shrewsbury 24 was tv star Ricky
Tomlinson, an active participant in the
strike who was sentenced to two years
in prison.
“It’s right that these convictions are
overturned, but what’s happened is
an outrage” he said after the verdict
“They used conspiracy laws against
us. We were victimised by the court for
defending the interests of the working
class. It was a political trial not just of
me, and the Shrewsbury pickets but was
a trial of the trade union movement.
“We saw ourselves as political prisoners”
he added “Des Warren and me made a
pact, we refused to wear prison clothes
and went on hunger strike. We were right
to resist and I would do the same again.
There should be a full public inquiry
with all documents made public. Our
campaign shows that you have to keep
fighting...”

Park Life Still There
Post Lockdown!

Parks helped people keep their sanity during the
lockdowns, and as we emerge into the ‘new normal’ they
are still there to be used...

T

hroughout the COVID-19 restrictions
of the pandemic, access to open
spaces and public parks has been a
real lifeline for many people. Across
Bolton Metropolitan Borough there
are dozens of council parks, including

country parks that people can enjoy.
Bolton’s oldest purposely created
park is now known as Queens Park,
renamed in 1887 to commemorate
Queen Victoria’s Golden Jubilee. It

was originally opened 155 years ago
in 1866 as Bolton Park, though it was
also known as The People’s Park.
The park was designed by William
Henderson in what is described as the
‘Victorian Romantic Style’, and was
built almost entirely by unemployed
cotton workers during the ‘Lancashire
cotton famine’ when local cotton mills
closed due a shortage of imported
cotton caused by the American Civil
War.

Queen’s Park covers 24 hectares of
what was originally known as Spa
Fields. The Park is Grade II listed
on the English Heritage Register of
Historic Parks and Gardens, and is
recognised as a conservation area.
To find out more about the history
of Queen’s Park see
www.friendsofqueensparkbolton.
org.uk/history-of-queens-park/
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Bolton Wanderers Not Heading For
Any Super League!
Bolton Wanderers have got promotion from League
2 this year, an amazing feat having nearly become
extinct two years ago....

R

etired UNISON member and
Bolton Wanderers fan, Alan
Johnson, knows all about the effect
that greedy owners have on football
clubs, having watched the Trotters
almost become extinct in 2019.
“We had an owner, Ken Anderson,
who came in and tried to milk the
club” he recalls “He had no interest
in the club, no interest in the football
fans, no interest in any traditions...he
thought he could make a fast buck...”
...When he didn’t, players went
unpaid, and in May 2019 the club
went into administration due to an
unpaid tax bill of £1.2million. It led to
a 12 point deduction, teenage teams
and the Wanderers sliding down the
leagues into the fourth tier. At the
same time, bitter rivals Bury FC were
also going out of business and the
two sets of fans joined together to
campaign for a rescue...
“Despite the rivalry, it showed what
football is about – the football family”
says Alan, who has supported Bolton
for over fifty years “It’s about people

and communities...it’s about the town
and the fans.”
While Bury sank into sad annihilation,
Bolton have bounced back with
automatic promotion at the first time
of asking, and next season begin the
long haul back to the Premiership
which they last graced in 2012...
“I’m pleased that we got promotion,
despite no fans in the ground” says
Alan, who followed Bolton home and
away in the heady days of Premier
League and Europe, watching great
players like Nicolas Anelka, Jay
Jay Okocha and Kevin Davies beat
Manchester United, Liverpool and
their ilk.
However, the financial gap between
those teams and Bolton has grown
exponentially, so can it ever be
breached again? “I’d like to say ‘Yes’
but who knows, it’s a long way back”
Alan decides, although he’s pleased
that European Super League hit the
buffers before it ever launched...
“It was good that the clubs listened

to the fans, but I wouldn’t put it past the
owners to do it again as they are money
orientated; nothing more, nothing less” he
concludes “The Glazers and the rest of the
rich owners think they can do whatever
they want just to make money out of
football, with no consideration for the fans
or the traditions of English football. But at
the end of the day it’s at the expense of
the fans - because players come and go
but the fans will always be there...”
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Activist Two Day Film
School in Bolton

UNISON North West
Launches Campaign to
Stop Cancer In Women
Women under 25 cannot get a cheap smear test for
cervical cancer but NW UNISON is aiming to change that...

U
With it becoming increasingly vital to get messages
across visually on social media and elsewhere, a new
two day film course for activists could be the answer...

I

n the summer, there’s going to be a
two day Activist Film School during
which trade unionists can learn how
to get the very best out of ethical film
making for campaigns, documentary or
social media.
Led by People’s Assembly reporter,
Rafe Conn, who also has a Masters
Degree in Documentary Production,
the course, will cover things like ‘how
to make your interviewees shine’,
‘getting the best results from your
phone camera’ and how to download
and use the best free editing software.
Subjects covered include storytelling,
location, light, sound, camera
movement, kit, audience awareness
and pieces to camera, plus a brief intro
to using music, graphics, titles and

special effects.
All equipment can be provided,
however, if you bring the phone/
camera/tablet and computer you will
use to make films, you can be trained
on your own kit. The cost is £60 per
person including tea and coffee, and
sandwich lunches. Please enquire
about reduced cost places for unwaged
and low paid
activists.
For further
information
contact:
rafeconn@
hotmail.com
07772 984
702

NISON North West has launched
a campaign to ensure that if a
woman requests a smear test and
her GP or nurse agrees, she is given
one. Currently, Government guidelines
prevent health professionals working
in the NHS from being able to offer
women under 25 an inexpensive smear
test. GPs and nurses can’t offer a test
even if the woman’s medical history
and worrying symptoms indicate they
should.
This poorly-thought out policy has
left thousands of women in the
North West needlessly at risk of
undetected cancer...“Achieving the
goal of UNISON’s Smear on Demand
Campaign doesn’t require a change
in the law” says Shadow Minister for
Women and Equalities, Charlotte
Nichols MP “Medical professionals
simply need to be allowed to interpret
the current guidance more broadly.

many do when this can so easily be
prevented with a quick and painless test
that costs so little.”
Since the screening age was increased
to 25 in England in 2004, the rate of
cervical cancer has more than doubled
in women aged 25 to 29 years. Six
women die of cervical cancer every day
in the UK.
To support UNISON North West’s
Smear on Demand Campaign see
www.unisonnw.org/smear_on_
demand and sign the petition at
https://action.org.uk/page/78402/
action/1.

“A smear test costs the NHS around
£7.10” she explains “Being denied
one can cost women their lives.
Young women don’t need to die from
cervical cancer. It’s tragic that so
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Beauty and the
Beast Panto

T

his year we are pleased
to announce a return
to the Albert Halls for
Christmas, and this year’s
pantomime is Beauty and the
Beast, complete with village
girl Belle, and a monster that
is really an enchanted prince
who has been cursed.
Oh no it isn’t! Oh yes it is!
We have booked the whole
Arena for the performance:
Sunday 12th December at
1:30pm.
Tickets go on sale from 8.30am
Wednesday 6th October at the
UNISON Office, The Hub, Bold Street,
Bolton, BL1 1LS

MACFEST
T

he first ever premiere of Bolton
MACFEST will take place on
Saturday 19th June. Unfortunately
due to the pandemic and lockdown
restrictions the event will be
livestreamed only. Join guest speakers
and local Muslim Artists and find out
how partners are teaming up to make
MACFEST 2022 a success next
year. The local and regional Unison
branches have supported the event.
Volunteer Ibrahim Kala said “We are
thrilled to be hosting #MACFESTBolton

You or a family member can collect
tickets for yourself or fellow members
as long as you have their membership
number.

2021 and have had full and
unequivocall support from Bolton
Council, Bolton at Home and Octagon
Theatre. UNISON has sponsored
the event as well. This has been well
received in the community.”
Register for MACFEST via the link
below
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/
macfest-2021-celebrating-boltonsmacfest-tickets-103208740120

Bolton Parks
Wordsearch
Your chance to win Afternoon Tea for Two
Can you find the Bolton parks in this wordsearch?

Bolton UNISON contacts list 2021
Branch Officers

Branch Chairperson:
Branch Secretary: 		
Branch Treasurer: 		
Vice Chair: 		
Assistant Branch Secretary:
Equalities Co-ordinators:
Women’s Officer: 		
Education Officer: 		
Welfare Officer: 		
Life Long Learning Officer:
Membership Officer: 		
Young Members Officer:
Communications Officer:
Labour Link Officer: 		
Health & Safety Officer:
Sports & Social Officer:

Convenors
Last issue’s winner was Lisa Hulme, Teaching Assistant at Blackshaw CP School
Name
Address
Phone Number
Email (Personal if Possible)
Job Title
Workplace
Simply complete and post the word search with your updated membership
details (alternatively take a photo and email it to admin@unisonbolton.org)

formerly Graham Walmsley
admin@unisonbolton.org
Andrea Egan (01204 338901)
treasurer@unisonbolton.org
John Pye (01204 338901)
admin@unisonbolton.org
Jackie Peploe (01204 338901)
Jayne.clarke@unisonbolton.org,
Jayne Clarke (01204 338901)
admin@unisonbolton.org
Hanna English (01204 338901)
Christine Collins (01204 338901) admin@unisonbolton.org
janet.bryan@unisonbolton.org
Janet Bryan (01204 338901)
admin@unisonbolton.org
Julie Tudor (01204 338901)
janet.bryan@unisonbolton.org
Janet Bryan (01204 338901)
membership@unisonbolton.org
Jayne Clarke (01204 338901)
admin@unisonbolton.org
Jude Rowley (01204 338901)
Martin Challender (01204 338901) admin@unisonbolton.org
admin@unisonbolton.org
Andrea Egan (01204 338901)
andy.hurst@bolton.gov.uk
Andy Hurst (01204 336516)
admin@unisonbolton.org
Andrea Egan (01204 338901)

uk
Leanne Greenwood(01204 337311)leanne.greenwood@bolton.gov.
Adult Services: 		
linda.tong@bolton.gov.uk
331297)
(01204
Tong
Linda
		
s:
Executive
Chief
janet.bryan@boltonathome.org.uk
Janet Bryan (01204 329850)
Bolton at Home: 		
boltoncares.convenor@
338901)
(01204
Tudor
Julie
Bolton Cares 		
unisonbolton.org
						
Lauren Alergant (01204 338907) childrens@unisonbolton.org
Children Services & Schools:
cvsunison@unisonbolton.org
Ryan Quick (01204 338916)
Community & Voluntary Sector
andy.hurst@bolton.gov.uk
Andy Hurst (01024 336516)
Organiser Place: 		
formerly Graham Walmsley
Bolton Community College:
formerly Graham Walmsley
University of Bolton

